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Abstract
　The ukemi, or falling method employed in judo, is a technique with which to 
protect one’s self in the event of losing balance or upon being thrown or knocked 
down by an opponent. The poet Aida wrote about ukemi：“Ukemi is the basis of 
Judo. Ukemi is the practice of falling. Ukemi is the practice of being defeated. The 
practice of being thoroughly disgraced in front of others. Those who master ukemi 
are masters. Because they recognize the importance of losing.” Even in the case of 
falling on a hard concrete floor, it is exceedingly important to execute the ukemi 
with a tremendous sound, thereby expending the energy of the fall propagating 
through the body. At the moment of falling, the chin is pulled in to prevent the back 
of the head from hitting the floor, and the entire body is made momentarily rigid 
while executing the slap to the floor, and instantly following the slap, the body is 
relaxed. This is said to be the knack of doing ukemi properly. However, it is common 
for, fearing injury or pain, anxiety and tension to prevent supple use of the body to 
perform a masterful ukemi. It is often noted that there is greater interest in 
throwing one’s opponent than in falling correctly. Accordingly, observation by the 
untrained eye leads to an image of judo being dangerous. Recently, a study 
concluded that head and neck injuries in mandatory middle-school physical 
education judo classes were higher than in judo club activities（by 2.4 times）．This 
has become a significant problem. On December 12, 2011, the Asahi Shimbun 
Newspaper reported that seminars focusing on teaching methodology that promotes 
safety are to be conducted throughout the country. The aim of these seminars is to 
improve the conditions surrounding judo. This is a further effort to ensure the 
thoroughgoing pursuit of the advancement of judo teaching methods.












































８月15日～ 27日に開催されたKokushikai Judo 
Camp．参加者151名（男子105名、女子46名）、










Ｄ ｢受け身の位置付け｣ ４）， ６），10），12） 
17），19），26），29）の８項目、





judo classes made mandatory in 2012 with regards to ukemi. This study draws on a 
previous study by Ogitsuka, et al（1），the “Study of the Image of Judo Ukemi.” 
Taking into consideration the results of that study, we compared our results with 
the data collected during the 3rd Kokushikai Judo Camp conducted in New York in 
August of 2011, and other available data.
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